
VIRTUAL CLASSROOM
The intelligent mCourser LMS has an incredible impact on the students’ learning 
experience. One of the reasons is the Virtual Classroom: a space for live audio-
video communication between teachers and students, supporting accessible and 
effective distance education.

CONNECT
All students belong to groups their teachers can easily set up. In the Virtual Classroom, 
participants communicate synchronously through an audio-video session with a 
chat. The students can use a virtual hand-raising system, ask permission to share 
their microphone and camera, and access the interactive whiteboard. 

ACTIVATE
mCourser provides the teachers with multiple tools to activate the students in the 
Virtual Classroom. At the beginning of a lesson, teachers like to use the Question 
function as a warm-up activity or a memory check. To re-energize the group 
during the session, teachers use it as a poll or ask another question with a picture 
or emoticons. The collected answers can be set as anonymous to encourage shy 
students into a discussion.

The Virtual Classroom also provides practical functions for group work to ensure 
every student actively participates in an online class. The teacher can divide students 
into Breakout Rooms, automatically or manually, and visit them to supervise their 
activities.

The full potential of a traditional 
classroom- and so much more.

https://www.learnetic.com/mcourser/


ENGAGE
The center of the Virtual Classroom screen is an interactive whiteboard. With a 
handy set of tools, teachers use it to write, draw, and upload pictures. They can 
save the whiteboard as a downloadable image at any given time, erase the unwanted 
elements, or clear it completely.

Aside from questions, polls, and exploring topics with the interactive whiteboard and 
a presentation tool, teachers activate and engage students with interactive tasks. 
In mCourser, it’s possible to assign them anytime, including online lessons. Students 
solve them in real-time, and teachers check their results in dynamically generated 
reports. Every student is equally engaged in work, and no one is overlooked, which 
often happens in traditional classrooms.

w w w.learnet ic .com
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CHECK OTHER FE ATURES OF mCOURSER:

https://www.learnetic.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Learnetic
https://twitter.com/learnetic
https://www.linkedin.com/company/learnetic/
https://www.learnetic.com/
https://edu.learnetic.com/hubfs/mCourser_features/mCourser_features_virtual%20school.pdf
https://edu.learnetic.com/hubfs/mCourser_features/mCourser_feature_tools%20for%20teachers.pdf
https://edu.learnetic.com/hubfs/mCourser_features/mCourser_feature_white-label%20platform.pdf
https://edu.learnetic.com/hubfs/mCourser_features/mCourser_feature_big%20data.pdf
https://edu.learnetic.com/hubfs/mCourser_features/mCourser_features_reports.pdf

